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one does not have to read E H gombrich on art and illusion 1

to realize that any picture is inevitably a choice the photographer
or painter chooses what goes within the frame and beyond that
chooses what to highlight the expression on human faces even
the time of day light and darkness and the artist also chooses
from a range of stylistic possibilities including a kind of photo-
graphic realism impressionism expressionism various symbolic
and fantasy combinations and of course different degrees of ab-
stractionstraction when visual works are compiled into a book or an ex-
hibit drawing from a large pool of potential candidates again
there is selection

why william W slaughter chose the particular photographs
in his life in zion is not always clear A certain number of these
photographs appear in print for the first time while others are
already familiar but almost all of the pictures deserve more than a
quick look not only do these historical photographs show how
certain individuals appeared at different dates but also by applying
intensive examination known as photoanalysisphotoanalysis we can discover
valuable information and ask many questions one can imagine an
enjoyable hour as two or more people examine picture after pic-
ture saying look at this and this why is one woman holding
a basket over her head and another an umbrella at plymouth eng-
land in 1863 45 do the linked arms and hands on shoulders in
the famous group portrait of the big ten some of brigham youngs
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daughters indicate genuine affection and solidarity between these
prominent young women 47 if so does the same stance depict
unity between the males of american forks brass band 49

the photograph showing the funeral cortege ofwilford wood-
ruff in 1898 reveals telephone poles in the middle of south temple
street still a dirt road and a trolley car but of course not a single
automobile 97 A wonderful photograph of a wagon train at hams
fork in 1900 reminds us that pioneering continued long after 1847
and even long after the coming of the railroad in 1869 102

pictures of individuals and groups abound missionaries and
their wives in japan 106 ella wheeler wilcox meeting with mor-
mon women 109 a group at old folks day in american fork
with ebenezer beesley holding his violin 110 missionary
spencer W kimball bathing his tired feet 126 church leaders
and their families bathing in the great salt lake 129 president
heberjheberd grant at the 1922 inauguration of radio station KZN 130
missionary gordon B hinckley in the british mission 142 and
on and on one of the last pictures shows a group of primary chil-
dren in sierra leone west africa this is a photo album not just for
a family but for the entire church

one thing I1 look for in such a book is documentation of the
individual works who was the photographer which repository
has the picture the regrettable editorial decision of placing this
information in small type at the back of the book means that the
photographer will get no credit in the eyes of most readers

my other regret may have as much to do with the original
photography as with the reproduction in the present work several
of the photographs seem too hazy or too small for adequately see-
ing what is there serious readers may wish to have a good magni-
fying glass on hand in any case they will be well rewarded

iriIEIlri

with the mission the question of documentation does not
arise the forty one photographers are identified at the back of the
book and captions give proper credit for the individual photo-
graphs if this is history in the sense that the events photographed
are past it is contemporary history for the photographs are so
recent as to be thought of as the present from slaughters survey
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more than half of which focuses on the nineteenth century we
shift to the 1990s

and so we see a baptism in alaska 8 11 sixteen year old
brittany fairclough receiving a fathers blessing 16 and mejkinmeakin
legler writing in her journal 17 A magnifying glass enables us to
read mejkinsmeakinsMejkins reminder in the frame of her mirror dont give up
what you want most for what you want now we see dancing in
perth australia 20 2211 native american mormonscormons on thethejicarillajicarilla
apache reservation 24 25 a pedicab driver in the philippines
26 the rodeo club at ricks college 50 51 ballroom dancing at

BYU 55 samoa flat island ireland the Stormin mormon mid-
dleweightdleweight boxer ray close 5253525532323333133 the dominican republic
the geographical jumps are wide and unpredictable but somehow
all of the images reflect a common faith

death is not left out we look in on the funeral of a young
father in utah 64 65 and the death of a young black convert deter-
mined to spend his final months as a missionary 66 67 family his-
tory research and records general conference pageants at cumorah
and castle valley workers on welfare projects the reader is treated
to church members engaged in quite a number of activities

the importance of ordinances in the lives of latter day saints
is shown by touching pictures of baptism blessing of children and
the sacrament temples are captured from the outside showing the
excitement of weddings an unforgettable picture shows a line of
filipino youths dressed in white waiting patiently to perform bap-
tisms for the dead 118

humanitarian activities are represented by pictures showing
relief society service welfare projects doctors performing surgery
in china 166 67 an english relief society president and her over-
land van journey to take supplies to croatia 168 73 and the prison
ministry of bishop heber geurts 152 55

missionaries are shown preparing at the missionary training
center saying goodbyegood bye then laboring in russia thailand the
philippines poland belize australia hong kong the dominican
republic japan and the bronx

these pictures are all positive I1 like that we have enough of
the other the purpose here is to catch the spirit of the religion its
goodness its multifacetednessmultifacetedness its international character
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it is not I1 think a criticism to recognize that the diversity and
complexity of mormon life are so great that they simply cannot be
captured photographically in a single work and it is fair to recog-
nize that many world settings are not represented in this book
france chile malta polynesia haiti fiji siberia zaire papua new
guinea these and many other places where members livefive and mis-

sionariessionaries labor are not represented but the mission does convey
the important fact that mormonism is not limited to the white anglo
saxon visage of utah I1 wish we could see young missionaries com-
ing out of their training in india or brazil and the missionaries
shown in their fields of labor practically all americans it seems

should have been supplemented by a few showing young filipinos
mexicans indonesiansIndonesians or nigeriansNigerians laboring together we do see
blond elder albert kemp of kansas city missouri and his black
companion elder prince henry omondiemondi as they preach the gospel

in kenya 208 9 one book simply cannot do it all

especially interesting is the epilogue images of faith by
roger rosenblatt 215 17 well known as a contributing editor of
time magazine and frequent commentator on public television
rosenblatt does not discuss the individual pictures but is mar-
velouslyvelous ly insightful and willing to recognize good in mormonscormonsMormons

how refreshing it seems that a key player in influencing rosen-
blatt was a high school english teacher by the name of jon beck
shank a mormon and a poet rosenblatt tells how he obviously a

precocious and educable young man drank in the words of shank
a gifted and inspiring teacher

this I1 can well believe for I1 knew shank in fact jon and I1

were friends at brigham young university during the school year
1949 50 and collaborated on a prizewinningprize winning varsity show he
wrote the script and the lyrics while I1 composed the music I1 later
lost track of him it is satisfying to learn that his new york city stu-
dents knew he was a latter day saint of course if they studied his
marvelous little book poems published by knopf in 1945 they
could not fail to notice references to the book of mormon at least
one young student in shanks classroom rosenblatt was so

touched that many years later he can tell us that what matters
most in these images are the things unseen and what is most real
is the life that is guessed at 217



joseph C rich 1860 an example of one of the photographs that had
not been previously published courtesy LDS church archives
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and no one I1 think will fail to be moved by president gor-
don B hinckleysHinckleys introduction entitled why am I1 a member of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1 4 explaining that
his faith is much more than a matter of inheritance he goes on to
give nine carefully selected articles on his personal faith all begin-
ning with 1 I believe this is a beautiful open ended statement to
the world

the mission with rosenblattsrosenblatttRosenb latts essay the superior photog-
raphy often showing unusual angles and walkers captions is a
poignant and delightful showing of the church in the lives of the
people today

before I1 leave photographs it would be a shame not to recall
something extraordinary celebrating our relief society sister-
hood deseret book 1992 which might well be regarded as an
earlier companion volume to the mission also showing the
contemporary church it captures the great variety of womens
activities throughout the world its photographs identified in
microscopic print by country and photographer cry out for ade-
quate captions even so it is a delight

m
images of faith art of the latter day saints is a team proj-

ect of the staff of the museum of church history and art the pre-
liminary selection from the museums collection was made by
richard G oman and robert 0 davis who also prepared the text
but a dozen or so other staff members and docents assisted in the
selection in a preliminary statement museum director glen M

leonard is careful to acknowledge that many important latter day
saint artists are not represented in the museums collection xi
likewise many artists whose works are in the museums hold-
ings could not be included because of space limitations again
selection is basic to what we see on the page as representative of
church art

nonphotographicphotographicNon art and crafts are the focus furniture
ceramics quilts wood carvings sculpture and especially painting
As in mormon history and mormon literature one has to decide
whether it is the mormon producer or the mormon subject that
determines inclusion it is not entirely clear to me why leconte
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stewarts painting private car 1937 for example is mormon art
would a history of the crusades by a mormon historian be mor-
mon history still a generous definition is probably preferable to a
narrow one and we can enjoy the works here compiled

the photographic reproduction is superior the textual accom-
panimentpaniment is precise and professional title artist medium size of the
work and location are all given knowing the attraction of pictures
and the aversion of many people to reading the printed word I1 am
not sanguine that the text by oman and davis will be properly
appreciated but their comments and insights deserve praise

the use of painting and sculpture in the mormon artistic tra-
dition began surprisingly early both individual and group portraits
are numerous some few of them originating during the nauvoo
period during the second half of the century romantic landscapes
were being produced by george beard H L A culmer john tull-
idge and reuben kirkham the marvelous C C A christensen
painted many historical scenes and danquartjanquartDanquart A weggeland did
portraits and genre scenes george M ottinger an underappreci
atedabed renaissance man of the territorial period depicted chimney
rock at sunrise and the arrival of the mormon battalion at carrizo
creek with all of the arduous toil required to settle a wilderness it
seems some mormonscormons found space in their lives for the apprecia-
tion of artistic beauty

robert 0 davis gives us a lovely chapter on the impact of
french training on latter day saint art 1890 1925 the label is
too simple for this fertile thirty five year period but the influence
of study in france was doubtless strong on edwin evans james T
harwood J leo fairbanks herman H haag john hafen and
others gifted sculptors cyrus E dallin and mahonri M young not
forgetting their utah roots created memorable works such as the
eloquent panel deliverance on the seagull monument by young

developing a regional latter day saint art 1925 1965
becomes the theme of the next chapter with such artists as min-
erva K teichert edward grigware leconte stewart and the pro-
lific sculptor avard T fairbanks maynard dixons vivid the hand
of god a good selection from leconte stewart four of arnold
fribergsfriberghFribergs narrative images richard burdes emotionally gripping
return of the prodigal son and mabel frazersfragersFrazers strongly conceived
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the furrow are all here to enjoy not to mention many individual
portraits I1 mention these only to give some idea of the richness of
images of faith

most exciting in many ways is the section entitled contem-
porary latter day saint art 1965 1995 many of these works evoke
strong emotions in me and I1 am sure they will in many others the
gospel is for every nation kindred tongue and people and tal-
ented artists are found in many places and cultures consider lehisgehis
vision of the tree of life as conveyed bybyjuanjuan escobedo robert yel-
lowhairlowhair victor de la torre wood carving harrison begay jr
blackwareblackwardblackware pottery and tammy garcia fired clay

henri robert bresilsBresils baptizing in the waters of mormon
and ljiljana crnogaj fuleppsleppsFu early morning baptism near bel-
grade capture something that evades even the skilled photogra-
phers of the mission and for simple depth and reverence it will
be hard to surpass thomas Polaccas the faithful history of tom
polacca a ceramic A photograph however excellent is of course
inadequate for the full appreciation of such a three dimensional
work it may be useful to remind ourselves that photographs of
paintings are also inadequate offering a diminished experience
diminished but still quite good one hopes that more than a few
who come across this book will hie to the church museum in
the twinkling of an eye

it would be both undiscriminating and unconvincing to main-
tain that all mormon art is meritorious but it is more vital and
diverse than most people realize this book does what a book
can instructs and shows much of the best of the artistic produc-
tion within the mormon community

all three of these books are selective but come to think of it
so is life as we individually experience and remember it

NOTE

ernst hans Gorngombrichblichbrichbilch art and illusion A study in the psychology of picto-
rial representation new york pantheon 1960


